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Action of the drum and chain. Inefficiency of this 
mechanism (or an occluded EAC) causes conductive 

deafness. (click to start)    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         
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Sound energy is converted by the hair cell transducer 
action into electrical impulses. (click to start) 
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The hair cells activate the VIII fibres that transmit sound 
data to the CNS. (click to start) 
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Pure tone audiology provides a chart of hearing ability in a 
range of frequencies (250-8k cps), and the level /threshold at 

which the sound is heard.  0 db: perfect, 100db: total loss. 
Shown is Rt air conduction (AC): hearing via headphones.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                          

 
          



Next the ability of the cochlea to receive sound is measured 
using a vibrator on the skull: bone conduction (BC) hearing. 

Perfect is 0 db, 100 db is a total loss.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Combined AC and BC levels. The AC sound cannot exceed 
the cochlea’s ability to receive sound (BC) levels. Shown is 
a gap, due to mechanical inefficiency of the ear (conductive 

deafness), that bars sound from the cochlea.  
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Had the sound conduction been perfect, but the same loss 
was due to cochlear or VIII inefficiency (sensorineural 

deafness), the BC levels would have been at the normally 
heard sound (AC) level.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Perfect bilateral hearing, probably in an infant. Note that 
accurate audiology requires optimal sound proofed testing 
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Mild Rt conductive loss. Depression to 30 db is typical of 
middle ear effusions or drum collapse. 
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A 40 db conductive loss is suspicious of ossicular fixation or 
necrosis. 
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A maximal Rt conductive loss. Losses of this magnitude 
(with normal BC levels) suggest major pathology such as 
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A substantial Rt conductive loss due to otosclerosis. The 
slight BC dip at 2k cps (a Carhart’s notch) is strongly 

suggestive of ossicular fixation, usually stapedial.     ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Bilateral otosclerosis, showing asymmetrical progression of 
the conductive losses, but Carhart’s notch phenomena 
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Mild bilateral symmetrical SND in an adult. Early 
presbyacusic changes. 
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Severe bilateral symmetrical SND due to the aging changes 
of presbyacusis. 
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Advanced presbyacusis. Attendant loss of speech 
discrimination would very likely indicate a need for cochlear 

implantation in this case.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Asymmetrical SND in an adult mandates the use of an MRI 
scan to exclude a retro-cochlear lesion such as an acoustic 

schwannoma.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Unilateral low frequency SND in an adult. Strongly 
suspicious for endolymphatic hydrops (Meniere’s disease). 

Question re fullness, tinnitus and vertigo.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



A substantial Rt conductive loss superimposed on a 
symmetrical SND, no Carhart notch. Probable COM and 

age changes.      ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Mild bilateral high frequency SND, maximal at 4k cps. Noise 
trauma damage, probably lower grade environmental 

conditions, given the symmetrical levels.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



Moderately severe noise trauma levels consistent with a 
longer exposure to damaging levels greater than 85 db and 

continued for greater than 3-4 minute periods.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



“Rifleman’s Ear” audiology. With a right-handed shooter the 
left ear is closer the muzzle blast, hence the greater 

damage in the left side.    ©  Bruce Black MD                                         

 
          



PURE TONE AUDIOLOGY 
Summary 

 PTA has long been the otologist’s main 
investigatory tool 
 Many results have classic patterns that 
yield the diagnosis 
 PTAs for medical purposes should be 
performed in optimal conditions 
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